Programme

Workshop ‘Trust and Deference between Legal Authorities in Europe’
Friday 1 June 2018, Seminar Room A3.01
University of Amsterdam, Faculty of Law, Nieuwe Achtergracht 166, 1018 WV Amsterdam

Wireless Internet: UvA Open Wi-Fi

9:15-9:30 Registration
9:30-9:45 Introduction
Bas Schotel

9:45-11:15 Panel 1 - Trust in and deference to EU and domestic administrative authorities
Evelien Brouwer (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)
‘Trust and deference at the borders: databases and decision-making in EU migration law’
Anne Meuwese (Tilburg University)
‘Towards an European administrative procedures act’
Valsamis Mitsilegas (Queen Mary University of London)
‘Trust and deference between criminal courts, migration courts and migration authorities’

11:15-11:30 Coffee break

11:30-12:30 Panel 2 - Exploring the historical and conceptual roots of trust and deference
Marc de Wilde (University of Amsterdam)
‘Emergency powers and the role of trust and deference. A historical perspective’
Lauréline Fontaine (Université Sorbonne Nouvelle - Paris 3)
‘Trust and deference in the theory of administrative law/the administrative law roots of trust and deference’

13:00-14:30 Lunch

14:30-16:00 Panel 3 – EU civil procedural law
Ronald Janse (University of Amsterdam)
‘Checking the trustworthiness of the Area of Security, Freedom and Justice. Emergence of rule of law oversight mechanisms in Europe’
Marie Linton (Uppsala University Sweden)
‘Mutual Trust in Dire Straits?’
Eva Storskrubb (Uppsala University Sweden)
‘Regulatory Strategies and Mutual Trust’

16:00-16:15 Conclusions
Christina Eckes

16:15-17:15 Drinks